Magic Feet
Follow The Beat!
A FUN WAY TO TEACH MUSIC NOTE VALUES!

DADDY SEMibreve

\(\text{ta-a-a-a}\)

4 BEATS
GREAT BIG
GIANT FEET

MUMMY MINIM

\(\text{ta-a} \quad \text{ta-a}\)

2 BEATS
WALKS QUITE
SLOWLY

BIG BROTHER
CROTCHET

\(\text{ta} \quad \text{ta} \quad \text{ta} \quad \text{ta} \quad \text{ta}\)

1 BEAT
MARCHES LIKE
A SOLDIER

LITTLE QUAVER
TWINS

\(\text{ti-ti} \quad \text{ti-ti} \quad \text{ti-ti} \quad \text{ti-ti} \quad \text{ti-ti}\)

SHARE A BEAT
LITTLE TINY
STEPS
RUN ALONG
BEHIND